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1. 0 INTRODUCTION

On January 31, 1984, the staff of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission presented a number of concerns in the area of
small bore piping to the Diablo Canyon Project (DCP),
Independent Design Verification Program (IDVP), Joint
Intervenors, Press and Public. These concerns resulted
from the NRC investigation of recent allegations
concerning the quality of work at Diablo Canyon. This
followed the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board
hearings and two years of reanalysis and independent
verification at Diablo Canyon.

Since the work scope of Robert L. Cloud Associates, Inc.
(RLCA), a member of the IDVP, encompassed moat, of the
technical and several of the non-technical issues, a
response to these concerns is provided herein from the
viewpoint of the IDVP. In many respects, the NRC
approach of reviewing the design process and
calculations, noting differences and errors, and
establishing plant wide conclusions parallela the
verification performed by RLCA. The purpose of this
response is to show the relationship between the NRC
concerns and the IDVP work.

From its inception as the first independent nuclear
plant verification, the IDVP has operated under
detailed, widely discussed, and NRC approved plans and
procedures. In addition to reporting separately to
the DCP and NRC, the work of the IDVP was subject to
peer review by Teledyne Engineering Services (IDVP
Program Manager), and heavily audited by the NRC staff
together with their consultants from Brookhaven National
Laboratory.

Several of the NRC concerns involve the scope, sampling
and acceptance criteria applied by the IDVP As noted
above, these areas were widely discussed, documented
in program plans and procedures, and approved by the
NRC.

First, the scope of the IDVP did not include the
verification of baseplate design or anchor bolt
allowables nor ALARA considerations. In addition, the
focus of the IDVP was on satisfaction of licensing
saf ety criteria rather than optimality or efficiency
of plant design. The IDVP verification of baseplate
design and anchor bolt allowables is clearly excluded
in Appendix J.



Within the entire body of ZDVP material (prior to
November, 1983) < including reports, NRC approved
program plans and procedures, meeting transcripts and
minutes, and correspondence, there is no mention
of support/snubber optimization or ALARA considerations
since these are not specific safety issues. There
were other aspects of the design that were

safety'ssues,for example heavy loads, that were not included
in the ZDVP. These types of programs were not and. were
never proposed, by any of the parties to the Diablo
Canyon proceedings, to be in the IDVP scope.
Rather, the ZDVP was understood to be a verification
of design approach and as-built conditions against
plant licensing criteria.
Second, the ZDVP was initiated and executed as a sampling
program. The approximate size of the small bore sample
was clearly given in the program plan (Appendix C) and
was approved.-by the: NRC. The IDVP, verification of the
DCP Corrective Action Program was also based on a sample.
size clearly given in Interim Technical Reports (XTRs)
08 and 035 (Appendices F and G). These sample sizes
along with, the, verification acceptance criteria, vere
discussed in open meetings prior to finalization of
the, ITRs. For, the verification of the. DCP corrective,
act'ion, th'e a'cceptance criteria were as follows- {Appendix
G, page 5):

Differences will be noted by the IDVP and
evaluated as to source and significance

If't

is judged that the source indicates a
possible generic concern, or if the final deaign
does not meet the licensing criteria, an Open
Item Report will be issued.

Using the example of small bore piping, ZTR 6l< page
59 (Appendix I), shows that three EOIs were issued
These EOZs note four generic concerns. These generic
concerns were based upon trends ano patterns observed
in the noted errors and differences. In all cases,
the verification of the corrective action. small bore
piping demonstrated that licensing criteria were met.



Each generic concern was resolved by additional sampling.
The generic concerns were stress intensification
factors (SIPs), valve modeling, and postulated high
energy line break(HELB) locations, or by verification
of additional DCP corrective action as with vents and
drains. This additional sampling in response to
differences and errors found in the work is discussed
herein in Sections 2.3.b. and 2.3.c. In summary, the
specified IDVP sampling program for small bore piping
was executed, no licensing criteria violations were
found, and generic concerns were resolved through
further verification.
On the sections to follow, the NRC concerns that involve
RLCA are discussed. Appendices are also provided that
show that most of the difference/error types discussed
by the NRC were previously documented by RLCA. The
appendices provide insight into the relative
significance of the issues, and illustrate rationale
used to arrive at IDVP plant wide conclusions.



2.0 RESPONSES TO NRC QUESTIONS — HR. YIN'S
PRESENTATION

2.1

Not applicable.

2.2

"Why did the IDVP review not
include the adequacy of File 44 span rules and
implementation, and PGandE "qualification by sample
methodology?"

Response:

First, the IDVP did review the original Fi3.e 44 span
rules and their implementation. As noted i.n Interim
Technical Report (ITR) 430, Revision 0, issued by RI.CA-
on 1/12/83 (Appendix I), this ar'ea of plarih
qualification was found to be generally acceptable
with noted concerns. The DCP corrective action not
only addressed the original, ID~, concerns (ITR 461,
pages 51 — 53 Appendix I), but p'rovided adc3itional
assurance that the small bore piping met p1ant
criteria.
Second, the IDVP did review the DCP "qua'3.indication by
sample" methodology. As explained fully in Sec~ion
2.3.c. herein, RLCA did verify the methodo3.ogy and
implementation of both the 'generic and sample programs.
In particular, these involved a sampling cX small bore
analyses with all concerns examined on a p3.ant wide
basis.

In order to further respond to this NRC issue, the
history of small bore design at Diablo Canyon together
with the history of the IDVP review is examined.

D Small bore piping was qualified by
either computer analysis or application of span rules
(File 44).



ZZLE
Engineering Program (DCNPP-ZDVP-PP-01 Revision 0), both
types of small bore qualifications were examined by
independent analysis. In particular< the specification for
independent analysis of the span rule piping (File 44) is
given on pages 25 and 26 (Appendix C).

h
'

analyses are presented in 1TR 030. This ITR (page 33)
notes that the span "...rules generally sat.isfied the
licensing criteria and that the small bore piping was
installed in accordance with these span rules..."
Generic and specific concerns (along with three items)
were also noted for inclusion in the DCP Corrective
Action Program.

The
Corrective Action Program for small bore piping and
supports was conducted through two mechanisms which vere
Generic Program and Sampling Program.

Computer analyses were employed to provide qualification
for the majority of small bore piping. ln particular,
these analyses were used to qualify hot piping, SAN/TAN*
and code breaks. The original'small bore span cules
(File 44) were revised (DCM M-40) and applied tu a
limited amount of cold piping.
As described in the PGandE Phase Z Final Report=
(10/ll/83) the Generic and Sampling Programs, using
both computer analyses and M-40 span rules, prowi.ded
for the qualification of all Design Class 1 small. bore
piping at DCNPP-l.

IIEEJI
Program for PGandE Corrective Action, Revision 0, issued
by RLCA on 10/5/82, and ITR 035: Verification Plan for
Diablo Canyon Project Activities Revision 0 issued by
RLCA on 4/1/83, both small bore computer analyses and
span rules were examined (Appendices F and G) .

* SAM — Seismic Anchor Motion
TAM - Thermal Anchor llotion



An illustrative example of the IDVP review is, the area
of vents and drains. In accordance with ITRa 08 and
435, the IDVP verified both the design approach and
actual calculations. An EOI was issued to document an
error in the design approach. The dynamic amplification
factor of 1.5 to account for run pipe flexibilitywas
shown to be unconservative in several cases. Zn
response to this EOI< the DCP performed further plantwide
corrective action which was verified by t'e XDVP through
additional sampling.

f
small bore corrective action are presented in ITR 60:
Large and Small Bore Pipe Supports, Revision 1, issued by
RLCA on 10/3/83 and ITR 061: Small Bore Piping, Revision 1,
issued by RLCA on 10/2/83. ITR 061 discusses the M-40
span rules and concludes (page 60) "...that the span
rules, while not conservative for all theoretical
configurations, were applied only to a limited scope
of small bore piping. For this limited application, the
span rules were adequate and met licensing criteria."
With regard to the piping riot directly analyzed in the
DCP Corrective Action Program, the ITR, states. (page 54):
"...the DCP sampling methodology (generic and sample
reviews and the size of the DCP sample) were., sufficient
to substantiate the general DCP conclusions i'egarding
tne adequacy of the Design Class 1 small bore
piping..."
As noted above, RLCA did review the adequacy and
implementation of the File '44 span rules and DCP sample
methodology. While concerns were noted in the review
of the File 44 piping, these were addressed by the
corrective action program and verified by RLCA.
Following resolution of these concerns, the XDVP
concluded that the small bore piping satisfied the
plant licensing criteria.



2.3

2.3.a.
"Why were large bore snubber/rigid

restraint, rigid/rigid restraint, rigid/rigid restraint
interaction, and snubber ALARA problems not reviewed?

Response:

The IDVP verified all significant aspects of the piping
support systems. The adequacy for placement of supports
were reviewed as part of the IDVP verification of the
piping. This inclu'ded verifying that supports located
close together and interacting with each other would
perform as represented in the piping analyses. For
example, the ZDVP checked the gaps for all supports,
including those close to each other, and found them to
be within acceptable tolerances.

The purpose of the IDVP was to verify the adequacy of
the DCP support designs related to plant licensing safety
criteria. Zt was not the purpose of the EDVP to
evaluate piping support schemes for the most efficient
use and placement of supports, or for the optimal design
of those supports. For example, if a support vere
added by the DCP, the IDVP did not attempt to justify
the need for adding the support or determine if a rigid
support might be more appropriate than a snubber.

The following are specific 'examples of instances
where the ZDVP addressed supports that were located
close together and interacted with each other:

Two vertical rigid restraints were located
at each end of an elbow close to a nozzle.
These supports appeared to be required to
reduce the moment at the nozzle.
- IDVP checked clearances on suppor drawing

ZDVP checked clearances via field
verification- IDVP determined a snug fit of supports to
pipe - supports will perform as represented
in piping analysis.



2. Axial snubber was located close to an anchor.
The IDVP determined that the re1ative motion
between the anchor and the snubber during a
seismic event would not be sufficient to
activate the snubber .. However, t:he loads
on the snubber were low and, if t:hese loads
acted on the anchor,, the increase would be
insignificant. It- appeared to Me IDVP.
that use of this snubber did not. reflect
optimal design, as far as the specific
revision of the analysis was concerned.
However, optimization of supports was not
in the scope of the IDVP.

The NRC ra'ised a question regarding snubber trave1
before lock-up (deadband) . This issue waa not
specifically part of the IDVP program. Zt is noted
that snubber deadband is a second order effect, and ~ it
is not normal industry practice to evaluate this effect
for production piping. I

The IDVP found no evidence to indicate a DCP practice
of locating a new support close to an existing support
for the purpose of reducing the loads on that svpport,
thus allowing it to be'ore„ easily. qualified as a sample
su'pport.

The last pa'rt of the 'NRC question ra'ised conc'erw about
snubber ALARA problems. ALARA was not considered to
be a specific safety issue, as such, and was noh
included in the scope of the IDVP.

~ ~



2.3.b.
"In conjunction with the large

amount of computational errors identified by NRC during
the small bore support review and the ITR's own finding
of similar problems, why was Cloud small bore review
concluded that IDVP was acceptable without: additional
sample review?"

Response:

The IDVP found examples of modeling discrepancies 'and
computational errors in their review of DCP analysis.
These were noted and evaluated in the individual IDVP
review packages and summarized in ITR ~GO on large and
small bore pipe supports.

The IDVP evaluation of a modeling discrepancy or
computational error involved an assessment of its impact
on the overall design adequacy of the specific support.
The IDVP tracked the types of problems it found to
identify any possible generic concerns that may have
had more frequent occurance. The basis far the. XDVP
reviews was to verify the overall adequa~ of Me
support designs related to plant licensing safe~
criteria. Xf additional information or c3.arifi.cation
was required to fully evaluate the impact: of a
discrepancy or error, a Request for Information: (RPI)
was issued to the DCP.

In cases where the IDVP judged that the saurce ef a
discrepancy or error indicated a possible genexic
concern, or that it had'a significant impact on the
overall adequacy of a particular support design an
Error or Open Item Report (EOI) was issued. In response
to the EOI, the DCP provided additional justification,
provided more refined or revised analyses, or instituted
additional corrective action.

It is noted that this process of assessing the impact
of DCP discrepancies and errors and determining
generic concerns fully complied with IDVP acceptance
criteria. The IDVP acceptance criteria was presented
in the IDVP program plans and procedures, and ITRs 08
and 035.



ITR 060, page 40, (Appendix H) oescribes four EOIs
that were issued as a result of the IDVP verification
of supports. The areas of concern and their respective
resolutions for the four EOIs were the following:
0 Support fundamental frequency (or equivalent stress

criteria) in the unrestrained direction was not
addressed.

The DCP revised the analysis to show that all
stresses from loads in the unrestrained directions
met allowables.

A weld between a pipe lug attachment and supporting
steel was incorrectly analyzed using an
erroneous (but conservative) weld moment of
inertia.
It was shown by the DCP that the weld stress met
allowables when an accurate moment of inertia and
weld section were used.

Shear lugs and the welds attaching them, to Me,
process pipe were not evaluated in two support
designs.

The IDVP determined that this item waa a departure
from DCP Procedures, nor an Error. The Streases
in the shear lugs and attachment welds were
determined by the IDVP to be low by engineering
judgment.

0 The analysis of a support incorrectly calculated
a deflection and compared it to an erroneous
allowable. The DCP deflection corresponded to a
frequency ( 20 Hz.

The DCP revised the analysis, and the IDVP
confirmed that the frequency criteria was then
met.

10



As indicated above< the four EOIs were fully resolved
by the IDVP. There were no support modifications
resulting from these EOIs. Also, these EOIs together
with all other differences were examined and not found
to raise generic concerns. In this manner, then, the
IDVP resolved the discrepancies and errors and
determined that supports reviewed in its verification
program were adequately designed and met all licensing
safety criteria.
The supports selected by the IDVP represented an
appropriate. sample of support types, plant. locations,
pipe sizes, and complexity of design. Based on the
IDVP evaluation and results of the initial engineering
review sample, an additional completion sample was
selected by the IDVP. The size of this additional
sample was consistent with the types, frequency, and
significance of the DCP discrepancies and, errors. The
IDVP engineering and completion samples are discussed
further in the response to Question 3c.



2 ~ 3 ~ c ~

"How can Cloud conclude that the
"Corrective Action" was acceptable based on such small
sample'ize review; and with large amount of errors being
iden ti:f'ie'd?"

Response:

It is noted, that Questions„ 3b and 3c are, very similar
in nature. This response discusses the IDVP sampling
methodology and size. The response to Question 3b
deals more with IDVP resolution of DCP modeling
discrepancies and computational errors.
The size of the initial IDVP sample, as noted by the
NRC, may seem small as compared to total support numbers
for the plant. The significance of the IDVP sampling
approach ''is in the"- repres'entative- na'ture oX the sample
and its coverage of all areas of the DCP Corrective.
Action Program.

More specifically, the DCP. Corrective Action Program-
for small bore supports was driven by design issues
included in, and categorized by, either a sample.
o'r generic program. Table l presents a br'.ef
description of the DCP sample and generic programs.

The DCP„sampling program included all supports on a 20
line sample of worst case seismic loadings and a 10
line sample of hot piping. A minimum of 5 examples of
each design issued was reviewed by the DCP.

The generic program addressed those designs for which
previous DCP reviews had indicated generic issues with
a potential for physical modifications to meet licensing
safety criteria.
The DCP methodology was such that it was'ossible for
an item to be initially reviewed with the DCP sample
program and subsequently be transferred to the generic
program. An example of this was a specific tee shoe

12



that was reviewed as part of the sample program.
Initial DCP calculations showed that criteria were not
met. This support became part of the generic program;
generic calculations were performed. Tee shoes were
load rated and all tee shoes were reviewed by the DCP.

Zt should be noted that, in addition to these support
design issues, all hot small bore piping was computer
analyzed by the DCP. The IDVP selected small bore
support designs from both the DCP sampling and generic
program areas. The ZDVP sample supports were on piping
being verified by the IDVP and/or observed at the site
during IDVP field verification efforts, and were listed
on DCP calculation logs.

The IDVP performed detailed engineering reviews on 8
small bore designs. Modeling discrepancies and
computational errors were noted along with any trends
related to possible generic concerns.

I

The IDVP expanded its sample of reviews and selected
an additional ll small bore support designs for the
purposes of completion reviews. The comp1etion: reviews
not only addressed current (June 30, 1983 or la<er)
1oading inputs, interface data, and criteria, but, also
they included an overall assessment of the support
design adequacy. This assessment included any prob1em
areas that appeared as trends in the prior engfzxeering
reviews.

Therefore, as described above, the ZDVP did selcect
appropriate samples of small bore support desig:.ns.
Opon review of these designs, the ZDVP identifiied
certain descrepancies and errors, evaluated their
impact, and expanded its sample. This allowed the
ZDVP to insure that, on a plantwide basis, the same
conclusions regarding design adequacy and plant safety
were valid. Additional considerations made by the ZDVP
regarding the size of its sample include the fo11owing:

o Standard DCP design methodology and
procedures were used.

o The supports were designed by one desi.gn
organization.

13
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liany support designs are typical designs"
and are used at numerous locations
throughout the plant.

o Small bore supports are constructed of
standard structural stock materials;
designs incorporate smaller pipe loads and:
thus the design adequacy is more tolerant
to computational errors.

These considerations further substantiate that the
size of the ZDVP sample was appropriate for the lDVP,
conclusions of plantwide adequacy of small bore pipe
supports.

The IDVP concludes that the DCP design approach and
its application satisfied all plant safety criteria at
the time of its review and that small bore pipe supports
in the plant, continue to satisfy this criteria.

I

1'4



P IPING SUPPORTS

SAMPLING PROGRAM

Thermal analyaea'~~~
Anchor & Equip. Loads<3»
Integral Valve Bypass
Vents and Drains

As-Built Accuracy
Revised Spectra
Concentrated Masses
Pipe Insulation Height
Overspans (> Span Rules)
Equip. & Bldg. SAM TAM

(i»

SAHPLING PROGRAM
As-Built. Accuracy
Revised Spectra
Concentrated Masses
Pipe Insulation Weight
Overspans (> Span Rules)
Equip. 6 Bldg. QAt4/TAN
Thermal Loads<~>

(i) (7)

GENERIC PROGRAM
Large Bore Pipe SAM/TAM
Design Class Change (Code

Boundaries)<"»
Previously Apalyzed by

Computer<5'ot

Piping Previously
Designed by Span Rules(6»

GENERIC PROGRAM
Large Bore P9.pe SAM/TAM
Design Class ~ange (Code

Boundar ies) <

Standard Supaort Details
Lugs a Local Pipe Stress

* These Design Issues are consistent with PGandE Phase I report
and IDVP ITRs 60 and 61.

Notes: (See following page.)



DCP Program for Small Bore Piping and Supports — Design
Issues

20. line sample based on worst case se9.smic loadings;
(e.g., flexible slabs, high elevation etc.).

2. Selection of lines with temperatures > 350 F;
10'sometric drawings (13 analyses)

3 ~

4 ~

5.

Loads required for equipment that was .upgraded to
Design Class l.

I

Design Class 1 piping protected from Design Class 2
piping (nonsafety-related) through use 'of anchor or
one axial and two bilateral supports. Code break
supports on Design Class 2. side. were qualified as
Class 1 support's'.

Includes a'll seismic and "a'ssocia't'ed tinermaZ."
„analyses.

Haximum operating temperatures ) span .rule
limitations (165 F stainless steel; 260 F carbon
steel).

7.

8..

A minimum of 5 examples of each issue (6) were
reviewed by the DCP.

Supports providing the first restrainC in each
direction on a S.B. pipe from its attachment to
a L.B. pipe.

9. Maximum recommended loads were developed; includes
tee shoes.

'~

16.



2.4

Fourteen snubbers are tabulated by the NRC and examined
as a representative worst case sample. For each of
the analyses, the DCP was requested by the NRC to
analyze the piping without the subject snubbera in
place. Based upon these results, conclusions were
drawn as to the need for the snubbers with respect to
thermal movements and pipe and support loads. In
addition, seismic movements were compared to the snubber
lock-up distance to judge activization.
Of these, seven involve analyses included in the IDVP
verification sample as listed below:

Rev. Reviewed

16/47 SL
16/49 SL
16/63 SL
16/67 SL
16/79 SL
16/77 SL
16/29 SL

2-105
2-105
4-102
8-117
8-116
4-102
4-102

2
I 2

4
2
4
4

0
0
1
2
1
1I

The tabulation presented in Table 2 is discussed in
relation to the NRC results. It is noted, however@
that the NRC results involve later. analysis revisions
where the support schemes, spectra, etc. have changed.
In particular, initial DCP analyses were perforrmd
using conservative preliminary seismic inputs and later
refined to accomodate revised spectra and operating
modes.

The first two snubbers, 16/47SL and 16/49SL, are
attached to valve operators and were shown by the NRC
to have adequate seismic movement to activate yet smaIl
enough thermal movement to allow for a rigid restraint.
In these cases, the issue is snubber design optimization
and ALARA.which were both outside of the IDVP scope

The third snubber, 16/63SL, was shown by the HRC to be
justified on the basis of thermal loads yet, have
inadequate seismic movement to activate. Revision 1
of this analysis, versus Revision 4 reviewed by the
NRC, shows the snubber to be 9.5 and 15.0 feet, from
the adjacent supports. For a 12 inch pipe, this spacing
was considered to be appropriate.

17



TABLE 2

Support Loads {lbs)
2F . J2D1~

Distance
to Snubber.

16/477 SL- (Z-direction)
3" pipe -. valve support

Adjacent Supports
585/37A
5/40 R

171

12
91

342

24
182

357

121
332

2.0
3 '

2. 16/49 SL (Z-direction)
3" pipe — valve, support,

Adjacent Supports
585/37A
585/139R

172

13
85

345

26
170

360

211.
2.0
3.5

3. 16/63SL.(X-direction)
12" pipe

5030'675 8007

Adjacent Supports
Penetration 13
5/5R

6511 12937
.5675 11270

119 1L'260'.5. 0
9.5

4. 16/67SL (Y-direct ion )
8" pipe

Adjacent supports
585/33A
585/32R

247

.227
378

493

454
756

2834

888
5226

6.5
2.0

5. 16/79SL

6. 16/77SL

7. 16/29SL

These snubbers were added to the systems
after the lDVP reviewed the analyses, i.e.,
in a later analysis revision.

18



The last snubber, 16/67SL, was shown by the NRC not, to
be required on the basis of small thermal movements
and acceptable pipe and support loads. These two issues
of snubber design optimization and ALARA were outside
the IDVP scope.

The NRC also found that two of the seismic movements,
DE and DDE, were inadequate to activate the snubber.
The Hosgri seismic movements, however, were sufficient
to activate the snubber. Revision 2 of this analysis,
versus Revision 4 reviewed by the NRC, shows the snubber
to be 2.0 and 6.5 feet from the adjacent supports. A
review of the restraint loads show that the controlling
Hosgri loads are 2 to 10 times those for the DE and
DDE. On an engineering basis, the design of the
supports would be governed by the Hosgri and,
therefore, this installation is acceptable.

Two additional items are noted. First, this piping
was analyzed to severe local slab vertica1 spectra,
including a peak above 25g. For this 8"'iping, use
of four vertical seismic restraints between two anchors
for 69 linear feet of pipe would be considered
appropriate. Second, the IDVP verification of this
analysis was specific, not overall< and includ~ only
SIFs, field as-builts, valves, spectra and input
loadings. However, if the snubber had been evaZuated,it would have been found acceptable for the reaaons
stated above.

As discussed in Section 2.3.a. herein, the issues of
support optimization and ALARA were not in the IDVP
scope. The remaining NRC concern with snubber travel
before lock-up, while not specifically paxt of the
IDVP program, was discussed above. Evaluation of'his
second order effect is not normal industry practice.
As shown by the two examples in Section 2.3.a. herein,
the IDVP did question effectiveness of closely spaced
supports. ~ Therefore, it is the IDVP judgment that the
DCP support schemes adequately support the piping in
the plant as represented in the piping analyses and
support designs.

2.5

Not applicable.

19
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3.0

3.1

Six non-technical issues were presented by the NRC
(see Appendix B). The one item that ivolves RLCA,
number 6 - small bore program, is fully discussed
in Section 2.26.

3.2

Fourteen technical issues were presented by
the NRC (see Appendix B). RLCA responses
to these concerns are given below.

Improper Code Break Design (88, 55, 86).
1

As indicated in ITR 061, seven of tha
twelve engineering samples involved code break
design (7-301 Rev. 0, 8-305 Rev. 0, 8-306
Rev.. 0, 3-303H Rev. 3, 6-301H Rev. 3g
9-327H Rev. 2, and 19-307H Rev 2).
In each of these analyses, the code break
design (identification number, modelliag and
load tabulation) was found to be
acceptable. Additionally, the DCP
methodology outlined for both the computer
and H-40 analyses was verified.

2. Different Penetration Stiffnesses in Static
and Dynamic Analysis (79, 55).

o This item was stated to have been fully
resolved.
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3. Modeling of Rigid Support Gaps in Small Bore
Piping Thermal Stress Analysis (79, 55) .

The IDVP noted instances of rigid support
gaps being modeled in the DCP piping thermal
analyses. This practice, although not
routine in the industry, is an acceptable
method of accounting for the additional system
flexibilitydue to rigid support gaps. Zt
is recognized that appropriate engineering
judgment should be applied to address the
repeatability of the pipe thermal movements.
However, this engineering practice is
considered to be consistent with evaluation
of pipe thermal stresses in terms of secondary
stress range. Also, thermal loads on supports
in the region of analysis support gaps
redistribute to an equilibrium condition
upon pipe shakedown.

I

4. Different Stiffness for the Same Rigid Supports
in Static and Dynamic Piping Analysis (55'8) .

o This was not used in the IDVP samples.

5. Calculational Errors and Modeling Deficiencies
in Support Design Packages (NRC Staff:).
o This item is fully discussed in Sec ion 2.2.b.

6. Placement of New Restraints Adjacent Co Old
Restraints to Qualify the Old Restraints (88) .

o This item i:s fully discussed in Section 2.2.a.
7. Snubbers Located Adjacent to Rigid Restraints.

Inoperative During Dynamic Loading (79) .

o This item is fully discussed in Section 2.2.a.
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8. Impioper Resolution of Pipe Interface- (89)'.

o The details of this NRC action item have
not been disclosed to the IDVP.

9. Calculation of Maximum Support I,oad Carrying
Capacity (79, 88) .

o The details of this NRC action item have
not'een disclosed to the IDVP.

10. Assumption of Joint'elease for Rigid
Connection (88).

o The details of this NRC action item
have not been disclosed. to the: IDVP.

ll. U-Bolt Allowables Used by the DCP are
Incorrect. U-Bolt Interaction Equat:ion
Unconservative (85.)..

o The yerification, of U-bolt a3.1owables
. was outs'ide of th'e IDVP s'cope.

12. Unbraced A'ngle-Sect'ion Steel Member's Exceed
AISC.Stress Allowables (95).

o The details of this NRC action it.em
have not been disclosed to the ZDVP.

13. Drain Line Support Bracket Bolted to the Floor
With Only One Bolt (78).

o This item was stated to have been. fully
resolved.

14. Calculation of Fundamental Frequency (NRC
Staff) .

o The details of this NRC action item
have not been disclosed to the ZDVP.
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SUMMARY OF ISSUES

I. NON TECHNICAL ISSUES

l. A1tered Current Documentation (55, 87, 79).

2. Destroyed Documentation (87).

3. Inadequate Training and Indoctrination of Personne1 (82, 79).

4. Defective Document Contro1 System (79, 55).

5. Individua1 Fired for Mhist1e B1owing (81).

6. Sma11 Bore Piping Verification Program (NRC StaW)
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II. TECHNICAL ISSUES

l. Improper Code Break Design (88, 5a, 86).

2. Different Penetration Stiffnesses in Static and Dynamic

Analysis (79, 55)

3. Modeling of Rigid Support Gaps in Small Bore Piping Thermal

Stress Analysis (79, 55).

I

4. Different Stiffness for the Same Rigid Supports in Static and

Dynamic Piping Analysis (55, 88).

5. Ca.lcu.'lational Errors and Modeling Deficiencies in 5'apport

Design Packages (NRC Staff).

6. Pl'acement of New Restraints Adjacent to Old Restrainta to

qualify the Old Restraints (88).

7. Snubbers Located Adjacent to Rigid Restraints Inoperative

During Dynamic Loading (79).

8. Improper Resolution of Pipe Interface (89).

9. Calculation of Maximum Support Load Carrying Capacity (79, 88).
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10. Assumption of Joint Release for Rigid Connection (88).

11. U-Bolt Allowables Used by the DCP are Incorrect. U-Bolt

Interaction Equation Unconservative (85).

12. Unbraced Angle-Section Steel Members Exceed AISC Stress

Allowables (95).

13. Drain Line Support Bracket Bolted to the Floor Mith Only

One Bolt (78) .

14 Calculation of FundamentaT'Frequency (NRC StaW).
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TABLE

SHALL BORE SUPPORT CALC PACKAGES

(as of December 8, 1983)

NO. CALC. SUPPORT COMMBIT

MP 072

MP 345,

MP 357

MP 951

MP'55.

HP 983

MP 988

MP 397

MP 465

MP 942

HP 1621

2171-16

2182-„,74.

2182-,91

100.-111

99»201,

99-11

100-132

H21-226

002-170

99-20

2156-200

Design Deficiency, gA Deficiency
OK'

OK

'Deficiency (Reviav Not Com,piete).

Ca1c, Deficiency qA Deficiency.

Design Deficiency.

Mode1ing Deficiency. Ca.Ic. Errors.
- gA Deficiency.

OK

gA Deficiency.

Ca1c. Deficiency. Cake. Error.
Ca 1 c. Error. Design Deficiency.

MP 1691 97-'90 gA Deficiency.
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5.4.1.3 Acceptance Criteria

Additional verification will be recraired if the
results vary by more than:

15X for the building dimensions amd propert:ies

For the building, 15X for the freauencies. provicec.
the mode shapes agree.

For th'e response'pectr'a '15X in peak acc'e3.erations
and 15X, for the, peak frequencies

5.4.2 P'ipirig

5.4.2.1 Sample

Table II contains the piping problmxs chosen for
independent verification. This sample oZ 10 pfpins
analyses vere chosen on the follow basis

Obtain a samp1e from all buildings
Obtain z sample from all elevatiuns
Obtain a sample from a diversity of systezn's
Obtain samples from lines most Qaportant to safety
(risk of radiation elease).

This sampling strategy is based on the fact that
each piping analysis is a lengthy and complex mder-
taking that requires examination and verification of
a large body of data. In addition consistent with
the overall plan, if d'iscrepancies are. found. addition-
al verification will be required.
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'.4.2.2

Methodology

The methodology for the verification. is based an the
following points:

A field verification of installae9.on of'he sanp1e
lines will be performed.

4

Models will be developed from fiald verifiea drawings.

The methods used for the analysis wi.1,3. 9n general
parallel those used for the Hos~ ana1'ysis oz the
piping. The applicable Hosgri ~teri.a. are

~included in Attachment III.
The analysis will consider deadweight'„pressure ance
seismic loads.

The verification analyses will bm donw using
ADLPiPE, a different computer p~g am than ~as
used for the Hosgri analysis.

ADLPIPE has been benchmarked, against'. stanciard
problems.

5.4.2:..3 Acceptance Criteria

Upon completion of the independent analysis oZ the
10 piping runs, the results will be comparecX wx,th
the design analysis. The following proceduze wil3
be employed.

Field tolerances are defined in PGana~ 's 79-14
program.
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For both the verification and desi~ analysis,
select all points in the line that, are stressed.
to 70X of allowable stress or more. These are the
reference locatio~

If fewer than 5 such points are found; select
the 5 most highly stressed points as. reference
locations,.

Compare design and verification st esses ar= the
reference locations. If the stresses differ by
more than l5X or exceed allowable stress, addi-ional
verification is required.'.

Compare all support loads to the design analysis
results.

Compare all equipment nozzle loads to the des'.gn
analysis resul'ts.

Compare all valve accelerations to the design anal-
ysis results.

Additional verification is required. if differences
greater than 15X result in the last 3 steps o if
allowable values are exceeded.

5.4.3 Pipe Supports

5.4.3.1 Sample

Twenty pipe supports have been chosen from those
associated. wi.th the 10. piping„ verification analyses
These supports were chosen'rom di ferent locations
and represent a cross section of the different types
of supports: snubbers, rigid restraints and
spring hangers.
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For the remainder of the supports incZ.uded in the
10 piping analyses;

Compare loads calculated from the independent:. anal-
yses with the design loads. T.oada diffe-ing ay
15X or over allowable will require additional, ver-
ification.

5. 4.4 SMALL BORE PIPING

5.4.4.1 Sample

The small bore piping at Diablo Canyon. Unit. 1 has been
supported using standard criteria fo the s~cing of
supports or spacing tables. This is m staxrP.md ap-
roach in the industry. A sample of 3 runs; of appxox-
imately 150 feet each of small bore p9.ping has bean
chosen for review. This sample of pi~ing ~l include
20 supports or more. In view of the Zact .@hat a ela-
tively simple standard methodology ~am empt eyed in
the design, the sample chosen is expec=ted ta pen+7 t,

a satisfactory verification of the Benign

However, the sample will be expanded as necessary to include
analyses representative of each of the original design organizations per-
forming work for PG&E (including P6&E itself } with respect to the design

of'mall

bore piping.

5.4.4.2 methodology

The verification of the small bore piping will consist:
of two parts:

Field verification of the'ample eo establish that
the pipe installations conforms ta the design
Ph C f Ave A
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Independent review of the design criteria to establish
that the criteria satisfy the applicable stress
limits and provide conservative support design lQcLds

using Hosgri seismic inputs. The Hosgri small bore
piping criteria is included in Attachment IT,

In reviewing these criteria, and the application of'he-
criteria, particular attention will be given the effects
of other influences, if any are applicable, such as con-
c'entrated'asses rep'resented 'by. valves and their opera-
tors, system layout, and any other dynamic loadings which

are,, required to be considered.

5.4.4.3 Acceptance Criteria

Acceptability of the field installation will be
based upon the PGandE tolerances develaped fox t:he
IRE 79-14 Bulletin review. Instances of violation
of the criteria will require additional verificarion

Review of the design criteria will consid'er the
levels of seismic input throughout the plant. to-
gether with the size and schedule of piping to
ensure adequate margins are developed by use of
the criteria. The criteria will be considered
satisfactory if general stress levels satisfy Me
.allowable stress criteria within 8 15X and. suppers,
design loads are within ~ 15X of

conservatively

calculated design loads.

If these criteria are not met, additional verif=-
cation will be required.
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5.0 CONCLUSION

The IDVP review of the span rules and the field
implementation showed that the- rules generally satisfied
the licensing criteria and that the small bore piping
was installed in accordance with these: span rules. The
following generic concer'ns were noted:

o The span rules do not address insulated
piping.

o The span rules do not limit the areas where
small bore piping is insta13.ed. The span re.ea
may not satisfy the licensing criteria forall areas of the plant (i.e., all high
response spectra areas).

o The Hosgri Report specifically allows the
support of..6 inch- piping using span- rules,.
however, this pipe size was not. addressed in the
span rules. Also, the Hosgri Report. does
not prohibit the support of piping charger than 6
inches by: the use of span rules.

o The piping first mode frequencies resultiixg.
from use of the span rules are lesa than
15 hertz (licensing criteria) for c rtain
piping siz'es and configuratioas.

o For 3 and 4 inch pipe, the s~ ries. do
not specifically limit tne unaupperted
distance from a change o direction. con-
taining a run of pipe that requires axia1
restraint.

In addition, one specific concern waa noted:

o awhile the Hosgri Report impl'es that, the 1969
J.A. Blume report (Reference 6) demonstrates
the conservatism of the span rule approach,
the IDVP found no evidence to confirm this
the Blume Report.

These six concerns, and the fc llowing three items
from the original design, will be addressed by the
DCP corrective action program and verified by the
IDVP,.

o Certain piping configurations are supported'-',-:-,:-'-:.'.:--
in the fi;eld with the use of undocumented
engineering judgements.

33
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o The maximum vertical (all sizes) and horizont~
() 2 inches) runs of pipe are assumed to be
50 feet and 100 feet, respectively.

o Ger'tain hangers in the field are not marke6
Although the licensing criteria does not.
require that hangers be field marked, the ZDVP
considers this to be good engineering practi.ce
Following the DCP corrective action program,
the ZDVP will verify that the small bore pipe
support qualifications are not affected by unmarked
hangers.

34
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2.2.2 SHALL BORE PIPING

Small bore piping at the Diablo Canyon Plznt vas designed by eithez dynamic-

analys is or by use of spacing criteria. A review of tMs'ipMg is
performed to confirm sat'isfaction of the design basH requirements

2.2.2.1 ~Sco e.

All Design Class 1 small bore piping less thzn or equal. wo 2 in M diamerer

are revieved for compliznce vith the original design c~xexia. The piping

is, qualified either by a sampling or generic reviev. The= generic~ program

,provides a reviev of. all piping and analyses for those msaes Identified eo

have the, potential. to cause modification. These issues meze ~enzif ied by

ITP. and, IDVP reviews. The sampling program shows ou~fi.~~on, of

piping and analyses for all othe. design and analysis cccnside~ians and na

modifications are anticipated to maintain qualificatio=

2.2.2.1.1 Generic Reviev

The generic reviev of small bore piping represents a ccmprehensive rev ev of

zll small bore piping potentially affected by rhe issues inc.'cuded in the

review. The piping is qualif ied by speci'ic review oz reanalysis of

components or areas of concern, or by anzlysis of worse case exaurples

T10027451-DIS 2.2,2-1
~ a ~ e



Tne folio~'ing issues are included in this revie~:

(1) Computer seismically analyzed small bore piping and associated

thermal analysis

(2) Valve qualification

(3) Seismic and thermal piping anchor movement (SAX TA!Q

(4) Design class change boundaries

(5) Hot piping designed by spacing criter a.

2.2.2.1.2 Sampling

Sz=pling methods zre used to ensure qualification of the rema-nder o the

sall bore piping and to address design considerations not incZuded in he

gener c reviev. Sz=pl'ng -ill ensure that these a ezs ~ml'. not nave

s'' gr
' ican- impact on the small bore piping. Pry item tha are of

signi -'cznce will be further evzluated.

Inc3.uded in the sample reviev are the follo~ing:

(1) As-built piping accuracy

(2) Revised seismic spectra

71002745I-DES 2 ~ 2 ~ 2-2 R~ 2
06(20/83
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(3) Concentrated masses

(4) Effect of pipe insulation weight

(5) Spans exce'eding sp'acing criter'ia

(6) Anchor and equipment loads

(7) Equ'pment and build'ng se''smic and thermal anchor movemeaz

(8) Thermal analyses,

(9) ,Integral, valve. bypass

(10) Vents and drains

'.2.2.2Criteria

Piping coce stress equations and allowa'ole stress criter a are as szatec1 in
Section 2.2.1.2.

2.2.2.3.1 General

I

Small bore piping is qualified by using span criteria methods or c='oxupucez;;=.;„'~~+

~ .analysis.

T100 745I-DIS 2%2 ~ 2 3 oel2Fiah



2. 2.4 SHALL BORE PIPE. SUPPORTS

2.2.4.1 Seeee

All Design Class 1 small bore pipe supports designs for piping less than oz

equal to 2 in. in diameter are qualified by sampling, or generic reviewer

The generic program provides a reviev of all pipe supports znd ana3.yses for
those issues identified to have the potential to cause modificztian These

issues vere identified by ITP and IDVP reviews. The sampling program shoes

oualification of all pipe supports and analyses for all other design

analysis considerations and no modifications are anticipated to nLzintz~
)1

qualification.

2.2.4. 1. 1 Generic Review

The generic reviev of small bore piping supports represents a compzehens~~e

reviev of supports potentially affected by issues included in the review

This is accomplished by reviev and/or analysis of a1l compamenza, or

analysis of worst case examples. Included in this review are the folio>~

(1) Standard support details

(2) Loads from seismic and thermal piping anchor movement.

T1002745B-DIS 2.2.4-1 R~ I
10/11/82



(3) Code boundaries

(4) Lug stress and lug local effect on pipe stress.

2:2.4.1.2 Sampling;

Sampling methods are utilized to assure qualification of the remainder of
the supports, and to address design considerations not included tu, the

generic review. The sampling process is expected to confirm that these

issues do not cause small, bore support modifications If this is nor the

case, further review is performed.

Included in this sample review are the following:

(1) As-built piping accuracy

(2) Revised spectra

(3) Concentrated masses

(4) Effect of pipe insulation weight

(5) Spans exceeding spacing criteria

(6) Equipment and building anchor movement

(7) Thermal loads.

T1002745B-DIS1 2.2.4-2 Rev 0
Q9/OL(82
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Third, in cases where review or analysis of a sample is
employed by PGandE to demonstrate conservative design,
the ZDVP will, examine and evaluate the sample validity
and perform design verifications on the PGandE sample
(eg. Small Bore Piping).
Zn order to ensure'he'DVP. verif'ication program
integrity, samples for design verifications wi1l be
selected from lists of; completed PGandE work. Design
verifications will be performed in the offices of the
ZDVP participants. Sample selection may be staggered to

~ allow the verification to proceed in parallel with the
PGandE cor'rective action plan. Zn all cases, at least,
one sample from each cateoory of work will be selected
after PGandE completion of the entire scope.

The ZDVP will also verify PGandE design office activities
and "as-built" information at the site. The design
office,. verification will,include only technica3. interface~
control implementation and pro'ject indoctrination. Site
verification will include both overall "as-built"
modeling and specific details and dimensions. 2Q1
physical modifications resulting from specific IDVP. EQls.will be verified'long with a sample of physica1
modifications, resulting from the PGandE corrective
action plan.

Zn addition to the technical verification, the ZDVP'ill
also verify the Quality Assurance procedures and
implementation of design related corrective actions
against the Diablo Canyon Project (DCP) QA Manual. This
verification to be performed by R.F. Reedy, Znc., is
discussed further in Section 16.0.

The acceptance criteria for the ZDVP verification of the
„PGandE corrective action program is similar to that given
in Phase ZZ Engineering Program Plan, Revision 0 (pgs. ll
and 12).

Differences will be noted by the ZDVP and evaluated as to
source and to significance of that source with regard to
both the specific item and as possible generic concern.If it is judged that the source of the difference is of
significance to either," an Open Item Report will be
issued. If the final design does not.meet the licensing,
basis, it will be identified and reported'n accordance.
with the Program M'anagement, Plan.

2
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8. 0 SMALL BORE PIPING

The PGandE plan for the small bore piping specifies a
complete review of all Design Class I piping smaller that:
2 l/2" qualified by computer analysis. In cases where
the review reveals deficiencies in an existing analysis,
these are to be corrected by additional qua1ification
In addition, for Design Class I piping sma11er than 2 1/2"
qualified by'pan evaluation procedures, the PGandE plan
specifies a revision to the span evaluation procedures
along with computer analysis of a sample of. this piping
to demonstrate conservative design. The IDVP will verify
the corrective action by examination of the PGanQE plan
ano implementation.

The IDVP will verify the corrective action for the
computer analyzed small bore piping by following the
large bore piping approach (Section 7'.0) with design.
verification samples one half the size of large bore
piping. Table 6 presents the logic and tasks invo1vea

The IDVP will verify the corrective action for small bore
piping qualified by span evaluation procedures aa shorn
in Table 7. The sections below provide further
definition of the tasks.

S.l

The IDVP will verify the following three .. =pects of
the PGandE small bore piping plan: revise. span
evaluation procedures, sampling and analys. s

f!PM
~M~~~g~P

1'l ~
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Table 7

Small Bore Piping
Qualified by Span Evaluation Procedures

„"elements
D

ID'asks
'D Tm

IDVP Tasks

;evised Span - verify, consistency
valuation with. previously
procedures noted field condi-

tions', resolution
of identified concerns
and qualification ofdesign'o criteria

.— .verify specific i~ems-
o 4 remote operated

valves
o 4 welded attachmen~~

!a.mpl'g - verify: that sample
size and requirementswill perm'it generic
conclusions.

- .verify sample se3.ec~io~
through "as-built" mg
d raw ing verifications,~ ~ 'J

'nalys is - verify that criteria
and methodo3.ogy.are
consistent with
licensing documents

—perf orm design. verif'i'=
cations on all.. analyses

= veri y design office
..technical inter ace control

-28-



The revised span
evaluation procedures will be verified against the
previously examined span evaluation procedures
(current as of November 30, 1981) . A~1 changes wi3.1
be verified for consistency with the previously
noted field conditions, resolution of identified
concerns, and qualification of design to criteria.

a: The PGandE sample size and requirements
will be verified by the IDVP to determine if generic
conclusions can be drawn through application of the
sampling methodology. In particular the list of
Design Class 1 piping qualified by span evaluation
procedures will comprise the sample space.

*h *', ha 1.y 11
used by PGandE will be verified against: the Hosgri
Design Class 1 piping commitments confined in the
FSAR, Hosgri Report, Safety Evaluation Report and
Supplements and other licensing documents.

~
4

'I ~
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( 10.0 SMALL BORE PIPE SUPPORTS

The PGandE internal plan for small bore pipe supports
specifies analysis of a sample of supports to
demonstrate conservative design.

The IDVP will verify the corrective action by e~ami'nationof'he PGandE plan- and implementation. Table 9
p'resents the logic and tasks involved. The

sections'elowprovide further definition of the tasks

10.1

The IDVP will verify two aspects of the PGandE
small bore pipe support plan: sampling and
analysis.

h pl * d
will be verified by the, IDVP to determine if genera;c.
conclusions can be drawn through, application of the
sampling methodology. In particular, the list ofall Design Class 1 supports for piping qualified by
span evaluation procedures will comprise the., samp1e
space.

~v
' The analysis'riteria, meth'odoiogy @ad

procedures used by PGandE will be verified by the
IDVP against the Hosgri Design Class 1 pipe support,
commitments contained in the FSAR, Hosgri Report,
Safety Evaluation Report and Supplements and.. other
licensing documents.
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Table 9

Small Bore Pipe Supports

elements

T7 ~~ O1

IDVP Tasks
D Tw~l gs

XDVP Tasks

.mpling - ver ify that sample
size and requirements
will permit generic
conclusions

— ver ify sample s election
through "as-built" and
drawing verifications

.'lalys i;S - verify that criteria
and methodology are
consistent with
licensing documents

— per form design verifi-
cations on all analyses

- verify design of~ca
technical interface
control

- 3S-
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The EDVP will verify the implementation of the PGandE
plan by oesign verification, verifications of the samp1e
selection< and design office verification.

y 'C D

The IDVP will design verify all the PGandZ sample.
analyses in accordance with written ZDVP check lists
to assure compliance with the PGandE Plan. These
check lists will contain secific technical it'ems
noted in accordance with the PGandE plari The
design verifications will address the fo3.lowing
technical items.

o Establishment of design criteria
o Est'ablishment of scope and responsibilities,
o Establishment of des'.gn inputs
o Reasonableness of as'sumptions'

Applicability of analysis methods
o Applicability of computer program+
o Hodeling methods ana boundary conaitiona
o Consistency 'of results based on judgement

and/or simplified oq alternate methods
o Completeness'f Cualification
o Satisfaction of design criteria

110.2.2

The sample selection will.be verified by the ZDVP
through field and drawing verifications.

39



10.2.3 F i
'F'he

EDVP will verify PGandE design office
activities.
Design office verifications will include only technical.
interface control implementation and project
indoctrination in accordance with the PGandE Plan.
Interface control includes project responsibilities
and instructions, identification and execution of
technical interfaces, document and information
control distribution, and technical review and
approval.

40-
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2.3

The samples, procedures, criteria and esults oz me
1DVP veri=ication o= -ne Diablo Canyon Pzoject ac~vii=aswill be re--orteci in a series oz interim. ~eczLnical
reports.

Acceptance criteria zor ~is IDVP vezi~icatioz is
simi ar io tnat given in tne Phase II Engineering >rogzam
Plan, Revision 0 (pages 11 na 12) . Difzerences vil3. ae
notec by the IDVP anci evaluated as to source ana
signizica'nce. If it is judgea that the source in'.cai=es
a possible generic concern, or iz ~he final .aesign cioea
not meet the licensing criteria, an Open Item Reaort w
oe issueci.



T g ~~ PYg DD
A ~ M

d'or small oore pi"ing and supports, we ZDVP wild
verify DCP ac" ivities oy e"amining the PGandE Phase I
Final Report and its implementation. The report
specifies a review oy tne DCP oz all Design Class E smalJ
oore piping (smaller tnan 2-1/2 inches) gualifiecR oy
computer analysis.

Zn addition, tne report specifies that span
evaluation procedures oe revised and Mat a sample of
piping and support be analyzed oy the QCP to demonstrate
conservatism of tne revised procedures If me
review/sample reveals dexiciencies, these- are zo be
correctec by the DCP.

Tne ZDVP vill select 5 samples of small boxe piping
qualified by computer analysis. These samples wi'3.3. be
selected and verified in the manner described for 3.azge
oore piping in Section 3.2.

The ZDVP will also vezizy the DCP sampling appzoacn
and several specific samples oz small bore piping and
,supports crualified by span evaluation pzoceciuzes
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2. 0 DCP CORR CTEVE ACTION PROGRAll

The DCP prepared detailed procedures, instructions,
ana Design Criteria Memoranda (DCYis — References 6 to l8)
to describe and control the steps and interfaces
involvea in the pipe support Corrective Action Program
These procedures incluae provisions for evaluation of
compressive force in pipe support components (welaed
attachments, clamps, tee shoes, snubbers and spring
nangers) by ANSI B3l.l and support members by the AISC
cooe.

The following elements were included in the DCP
Corrective Action Program:

o Z,oads resulting from the piping dynamic, thermal, dead
load, and hydrodynamic analyses (e.g.,- from the
CAP for Design. Class l piping) .were used to
review all Design Class l pipe supports. Zf
required, new analyses were performea '<o
incorpora"e as-built conditions and revised
loads.

o Supports on non-seismic piping attachei3 to
seismic piping were considered as "code

breaJc"'upportsand designed as Design. Class 3.
supports. The code break supports were intended
to isolate the response of the non-seismic piping
from the seismic piping, and included t:wo
bilateral supports and one axial suppaxt locatted
on the non-seismic piping.

o Supports were reviewed for consistency with
piping analyses. Clearances were reviewed to
assure that sufficient capability e-is-ed to
accommodate pipe movements for the design
conditions.

o Pipe supports were reviewed to ensure that the
stresses were within allowables.

o Xn general, complex structures were analyzed
using a structural analysis computer code (e.g.,
STRUDL) ~

I



o Supports other than springs were required. to
be designed with a natural frequency of ae least
20 hertz (Hz). For those supports with a natural
frequency of less than 20 Hz in the unrestrained
direction, assurance was required that combined
stresses from the restrained and unrestrained
directions met allovables.

o All seismic supports were considerecx and verifieQ
(and modified, if required) as double-acting
tension and compression elements.

o Support loads were combined and evaluated per
the load combinations shown in Table l.

o Loads on multiple pipe hangers were generally
assumed to act simultaneously. An alternate
method which may have been used vas Co combine
the loadings from the different piping sos ems
by the square root of the sum of the squares
(SRSS) method.

o Standard component support adequacy (e.g
snubbers or spring hangers) was demonstrated by
comparing the applied loads to the allowable
loads from the load capacity data sheets or
vendor allowables.

o New supports required to maintain pzpin',-
stresses within allowables vere also dc:igned to
meet licensing criteria and follow <he i'AP
procedures. (Note< however, that new sup..ports
were required to meet a 33 Hz frequency criterion
in the restrained 'direction rather «han ewe oj 20
Hz for existing supports.)

The above elements for the large bore supports CAp
were also used by the DCP for the small bore

supports'ith

tne changes or additions described below.

The DCP methodology used in the CAP +as to qualify
all Design Class 1 small bore pipe supports as a result
of generic or sample reviews.

The DCP review process included revisions to the
small bore piping span rules. tThe ZDVP review of span ~~
rules is addressed as part of the small bore pf ping
review in ITR 061< Reference 2a.)



The DCP Generic Review of small bore pipe supporta
consisted of review and application of issues to a3:1
analyses or span rule piping and supports. It applied
to those analyses or designs for which previous DCP
reviews had indicated generic issues with *a potential
need; for physical modifications, to maintain compliance
with DCP licensing criteria. This was accomplished'='by
DCP'eview and/or analysis of all components, or
analysis of worst case examples. Included ia this
generic review were the following:

o Standard support details (Reference 19)

o Loads from seismic and thermal piping anchor
movements

o Code boundaries (seismic/non-„seismic)

o fielded attachment and associated loca1 pipe stress
'f p%

The DCP Sampling Review was utilized by the DCP to-
assure qualification of the remainder of the supports,
and to address design- considerations not inc3.uded in the.
generic review. The sampling process was directed.
toward those anal'yses. or designs which were not
anticipated to require modifications to maintain
compliance. If this.,was not the case.,- further review
was performed. Design considerat'ons in the sampling
review were the following:

o As-built piping accuracy

o Revised seismic spectra

o Concentrated masses

o Effect of pipe insulation weight

o Spans exceeding spacing cri"eria
o Equipment and building seismic and

thermal anchor movements (SM4/TAM)

o Thermal loads.



7 ~ 0 SUMMARY OF IDVP REVIEW RESULTS

7 ~ 1 P T

Consistent with the program outlined in ITRs 08 and
435 > the IDVP has reviewed the DCP methodology for the
CAP which included specific reviews of procedures,
instructions, and DCMs. The IDVP verified that the DM
methodology met all licensing criteria.

The methodology used by the CAP to address large
and small bore pipe supports was found to adequately
address the Design Class 1 pipe supports in the plant.
The methodology was generally complete and thorough.
DCP criteria and procedures provided appropriate
guidance for the pipe support design effort. The IDVP
found that the DCP General Pipe Support Status Report
represented a complete listing of all Design Class 1
large bore supports in DCNPP-1 and, was effectively usea
by DCP to track such items as the Support revision
status, plant location, and corresponding piping
analysis.

For the small bore pipe supports, the IDVp found
that the DCP sampling methodology (generic and sample
reviews) and the size of the DCP sample were sufficient.
to substantiate the general DCP conclusions re<-"„arding the
adequacy of the Design Class 1 small bore supperts.

In addition to the DCP methodology, t.,he ZDVP
considered reinforced pad stresses and tha addi ional
flexibilityof pipe supports mounted on structural
steel. In cases examined by the IDVP< the effect of
including the building steel in the support frequency
calculations was not significant. The reinforced pad
stresses were found to be within the allowables

The IDVP noted that the qualification criteria usea
by the DCP were more comprehensive than required by the
documented licensing criteria, References 4 and 5. In
particular, seismic anchor motion was considered and
out-of-plane frequency for large bore supports was
included explicitly. Also, the DCP reevaluated all DE,
DDE, and thermal loadings.
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7.2

The engineering review results of the IDVP design
verification of DCP corrective action for large and
small bore pipe supports are based on the review o'f 22
large bore and 8 small bore pipe supports.

Many of the items noted in the individua3., result;
sections relate directly to the completeness, or
thoroughness of documentation p'r ovided in the DCP
analysis packages. Zn these cases, either standard
documentation sheets were omitted or the application of
DCP engineering judgement was not documented.

Differences between the as-built condition, aa field
verified by the ZDVP, and the DCP support drawings were
judged to be minor and to have no impact on analysis results

Zn addition, the ZDVP field verified 12 szna13. bore
and, 15 large bore support modifications:.

I

To evaluate. the impact on analysis resuI.ts of a3.1
the above items that were not a matter of basic aocmen-
tation or obvious engineering judgement (e.g., where there
mav have been a potential impact on the structural adequacy
of the 'support), the, IDVP performed alternate

calculations.'n

all cases, except-as noted in Sanction 7'.4, the
IDVP dete mined that the above items dia not affec..t the
overall results of the DCP analyses or the structural
adequacy of the supports.

7.3

The completion review results of the IDVP design
verification of DCP corrective action for large and
small bore pipe supports are based on the review of 4
large bore and ll small bore pipe supports.

The purpose of the IDVP completion sample review is
to confirm =-current (June 30, 1983 or later) design
inpu"s, interface data, and criteria, not to review
these analyses in detail.

Many of the results noted in Tables 6 ana 7 relate
directly to the completeness or thoroughness of
documentation provided in the DCP analysis packages. Xn
these cases, either standard documentation sheets were
absent or the application of DCP engineering judgement:
was not documented.

In all cases, the ZDVP determined that the above
items did not affect the overall results of the DCP
analyses or the structura'1 adequacy of the supports

39
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7.4

The IDVP review of sample pipe support analyses
resulted in the issuance of four EOI reports (tnree for
large bore and one for small bore) as presented below=

o EOI 1122 — The analysis for Support 10/70SL did
not address the support frequency or stress in
the unrestrained directions. The DCP revised the
analysis to show that all stresses from loads in
the unrestrained directions meet allowables.
This analysis was accepted by the ZDVP.

EOZ 1122 has been classified as a Deviation.
o EOZ 1129 - The analysis for Support 56S/3A

incorrectly analyzed a weld between the pipe lug
and supporting steel. The DCP calcu1ation used
a conservative weld moment of inertia. (The
stress met allowables if an accurate moment of
inertia and weld section had been used.)

This EOZ has been classified as a Class C Error
and does not represent a generic concern.

o EOX 1131 — The analyses for Supports 58S/16V and
63/26V did not evaluate the shear lugs o™ the
attachment welds. The XDVP has determinacy that
this item is a departure from DCP procedure, not
an Error. The stresses in the shear lugs and
attachment welds were determined by the ID'o
be low by engineering.,judgement.

EOX 1131 has been classified as a Deviation
o EOI 1139 — The analysis for Support 55S/73R to

which. small bore support 2159/2 is attached,
incorrectly calculated a deflection and comparedit to an erroneous allowable. The DCP deflection
related to a frequency ( 20 Hz.

The DCP revised their analysis for support
55S/73R to which Support 2159/2 is attached.
This revised analysis indicated a frequency

20 Hz. The IDVP found this analysis
'cceptable.

EOI 1139. has been classified as a C3;ass C Error.
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS

The ZDVP has reviewed the DCP methodology of the
Corrective Action Program and concludes the following:

o The CAP adequately addressed Design Class 1
supports in the plant.

o The CAP methodology was gen'erally complete and
thorough and met all licensing criteria.

o DCP criteria and procedures provided appropriate,
guidance for the pipe support oesign effort.

To ver ify the implementation of the DCP
methodology, the,'DVP chose a representative sampl'e
of lar g e and small bor e Des ign Class 1 pipe suppor ts
Based on the engineering and completion reviews and the
resolution of four EOE reports, the IDVP concludes the
following:

o As-built conditions, were generally; reflected, by
the pipe s'upport ana'lyses.

o The pipe support ana'lyses were generally
consistent with DCP criteria and.procedures
and with'ood engine'ering design piactice .

o The pipe supports were structurally adeqaate;

o En some cases, the support analyses lacked
documentation in support of DCP engineering
judgement or related to DCP procedures.

Based on the above reviews, the XDVP concludes thae
Design Class 1 pipe supports at Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Power Plant, Unit 1, were designed and built in
conformity with applicable licensing requirements.
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2. 0 DCP CORRECTIVE ACTION PROGRAii

2.1 4

Snail bore piping at the Diablo Canyon Plan was
designed by either dynamic analysis or by use. of span
rules. A review of this piping was performed by the DCP
to confirm satisfaction of all licensing criter.a and
design requirements.

The DCP methodology used in the Corrective Action
Program was to qualify all Design Class 1 small hare
p'ping oased on generic or sample reviews

The DCP Generic Review applied to those ana3.yses or
aesigns for which previous DCP reviews haa indicated
generic issues with a potential for physical
nodif ications, to maintain compliance- with DCP licansincp
criteria. This Generic Peview was'ccompli.ished by DCP
review and/or analysis of all components, or analysis of
worst case examples. Included in this Generic Peview
were tne following issues:

o Small bore piping that was previously analyzed,
'by computer for seismic and thermal loiiaings

o Valve aualif ication (allowable acceleration ance
valve support)

o Seismic and thermaL piping anchor movement (SAH/TAg)

o Design class cnange boundaries (seismic/non-seis-.ic)
o Hot piping designed by span rules (normal

operating temperatures exceedina 200 degrees
Fahrenheit for carbon steel and 165 degrees
Fahrenheit for stainless steel).

The DCP Sampling Revie~ was utilized to qualify the
remainaer of the piping, and to address aesign
consiaerations not included in the Generic Review. The
sampling process was directed toward those analyses or
designs which were not anticipated to require
noaifications to maintain compliance with licensing
criteria. If this was not the case, further review was
pe'rformed. Considerations included in the Samp3.in@
Review were the following:



o As-built piping accuracy

o Revised seismic spectra

o Concentrated masses

o Effect of pipe insulation weight

o Spans exceeding spacing criteria
o Anchor and equipment loads

o 'quipment and building seismic and thermal
anchor movements

o Thermal analyses

o Integral valve bypass

o . Vents and arains

o Lug welded attachments.

The DCP review process included revisions to the
small bore piping span rules. These rules are baaed on
conservative methods. which provioe guidelines to Locate
pipe supports (limit seismic pipe spans and contr c1
thermal ripe spans), to determine pipe-support anci
equipment loads, and to ensure pipe stress
qualification.
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4. 0 REVIEN OF COftPUTER ANALYZED PIPING

This section presents the IDVP reviews for 8
computer analyzed problems. The DCP computer analysis
packages are listed in Section 12.0 as Peferences 38
through 61 with the corresponding IDVP reviews listed.'s
References 62 through 69.

3

4.1 1 0 T

4.1.1

The piping in DCP analysis 7-301, Revision 0
consists of: 3/4 inch Design Class 1 drain lines attacheci
to the pressurizer safety relief loop seals A, B and C.-

a 2 inch Design Class 1 line attachec to the 12 inch
pressure relief header; and a 1 inch Design Class l line
that is attacheo to the Design Class. 2, piping. The,
piping is located betwe'en" elevations 140 and 176 fe'et
within tne containment pressurizer .enclosure ano is, a,
portion of the reactor coolant systen.

The DCP pe'rformed computer analysis of this problem
for the generic issue of not piping designed by span
rules and the sample issues of insulation, conceixtrated
weigh" s, anchor movements (SMl/TAh), revised seismic
spectra ana as-built accuracy.

4.1.2

In this review, all items from Checklists 1 and 2
were verified. In addition, the IDVP alternately
enveloped and compared the Hosgri spectra to the DCP
spectra analysis inputs (see Figures 4-1 and 4-2).

4.1.3 ~~~~
The IDVP found the analysis to be in accordance

with DCP criteria and acceptable for areas covered in
the IDVP checklists. The .following i"ems were noted and
resolved in the review:

1. Preliminary thermal operating modes were used bv
DCP in Pevision 0. Revision of this analysis
used values from the subsequent DQ4.
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2. An SIP of 1.3 (instead of 2.1) was applied at
two socket weld locations without appropriate
DCP field verification docum ntation. Also, at
one location, an SIP = 1.0 (instead of 2.1) was
applied for a half coupling.

3. One piping geometry modeling difference
(location of data point 40A) between the
computer model and the walkdown isometric was
identified.

The IDVP examined the effects of the aaove items
and found that all licensing criteria were met.

4.2

4.2.1

The piping in DCP analysis 8-305, Revision l.
consists of 2 inch Design Class 1 lines attached -o the
boric acid tanks l-l and 1-2 and to the boric acz.d
transfer pumps 1-1 and 1-2. Also, a portion of Me 2
inch Class 1 line is attached to Design Class 2 wiping.
The piping is located between elevations 100 ave. 118
feet in the auxiliary building and is a portion ef the
chemical and volume control system.

The DCP performed computer ana'lysis of this piping
problem for the generic issue of piping that was
previously analyzed by computer for seismic 1ca8mgs.

4.2.2

In this review, all items in Checklists 1 and 2
were verified. The IDVP also field verified the piping
associated with this analysis.
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4 ~ 2 ~ 3 T~~
The IDVP found the analysis to be in accordance

with DCP criteria and acceptable for are'aa covered 'in
the IDVP. checklists. The following item w'as noted and
resolved in the review:

1. From the IDVP field verification, unintentional
restraints (see.'ppenoix C -. Key,.

Term'efinitions)'ere

not shown on the PGandE isometric.
The IDVP performed a simpli'fied alternate

calculation which showed that the unintentional
restraints did not affect the stress auaZification of
the piping. „The, IDVP found that all licensing criteria
were met.

4,. 3.

4,. 3 , 1

The piping in DCP Analysis 8-3 0 6 , Revision 3
consists of 2 inch and 3/4: inch Des ign Class 1 lines for
tne reactor coo lan t pump 1-2 sea 1 water injecticn . The
lines are atta ched to the r'eacto r. c oo lan pump. 1-2 and
to con ta inmen t pene trat ion 4 2 . Also , the pip ing is
attached to Des ign Cla ss 2, p iping drain lines The.

, p ip ing is located between e levat ions 9 0 ~o 3.l 0 feet in
the containment building ana is 'attached to the
containment exte r io r and interior s" ructor es and to the
annulus frames . The p ip irig is a po r"ion of the cher ical
and volume control system an d the reactor coolant
system .

The DCP pe rformed computer ana lysis of th is pipin'g
or the g ene r ic is su e of piping tha t was p rev ious ly

analyzed'y computer for seismic loadings;.

4.3. 2

En this review,, all items from Checklis s 1 and 2
were verified. The IDVP also field verified the piping
associated with this analysis.
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4 ' D

4.4.1

The piping in DCP Analysis 8-310, Reviaion 2
consists of 2 inch and 3/4 inch Design Clasa 1 piping
that is attached to Design Class 2 piping. Two anchors
on the 2 inch pipe represent the decoupling of this
piping from DCP large bore Analyses 3-104 and 9-3.04.
The piping is located between elevations 93 and 116 feet
inside the containment building and is a portion of the
chemical and volume contzol system.

The DCP per ormed computer analysis of th's piping
foz tne generic issue of hot pining designea by sean
rules and the sample issues of insulation and
concentrated weights.

4.4.2
I

In this review, all items from Checklists l and 2
were vez'ified. The IDVP also field veriziea the piping
associated with this analysis.

4.4.3 ~o

The IDVP found tne analysis to be in accordance
with DCP cr.iteria anc acceptable for areas cover ea in
the IDVP checklists. The following itens vere n oted and
resolved in the review:

1. One pipe length, as Shown on the D~ walfrdown
isome"ric was modeled exceeding the DCP
tolerance.

2. Unintentional restraints, as shown on the DCP
walkdown isometric and by IDVP fielc3
verification, were not explicitly addressed in
the analysis.

3. Preliminary thermal operating modes were used by
DCP in Revision 2. The DCP compared the
preliminary data against values in the
subseauent DCN and judged these acceptab3.e.

The IDVP examined the effects of these items an8
found that all licensing criteria were met.

I
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7.2

The DCP initially based the seismic qualizicatiorz
of unsupported vents and drains {srub encs) on a, generic
approach {Reference 61) . This generic calculation
considered a sample consis" ing of 31 stub end vent an'8
drain configurations which was based on an initial DCP
plant walkdown. The sample configurations were divided
into seven typical groups, oased on geometric
similarities. This approach included tne'se of a 1.5
dynamic amplification factor to account for the
interaction between the process pipe and the connection
to the vent, or drain line. Basea on this approach, tne
DCP determined that one model {at 5 locations) required
modifications to meet licensing criteria. The IDVP
determined, however., that this approach, usina the 1.5
factor, was not conservative'or generic qu'alificatzcn
and issued EOZ 1144 {see Section 7.2.4).

Subsequent to the issuance of this EOX, the DCP
expanded the 'qualification as described 'n Section, 7.2.4.

7.2.2

The IDVP reviewed all areas oi the ger;eric
calculation and periormeo alternate Calculaii'ons "o
evaluate each step or tne qualification.

The IDVP also reviewed and verified on a sampling
basis the acditional steps performed by the DCP as part
of tneir expanded qualif ication program which included
tne following:

A

o Field walkdown

o Haximum allowable accelerations

o Large bore piping accelerations

o Screening process for qualification
o Vent/drain and piping coupled analysis.
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The IDVP found that the DCP generic calculat'ion may
not be conservative for the scope of Design Class 1 stub
end vents and drains as indicated by the DCP. See EOI
1144 below.

7.2.4

EOI 1144 was issued because the DCP qualification
analysis for vents and drains may not be conservative.
The run pipe fle-ibilitywas accounted zor oy increasing
tne floor reponse spectra used as input to tne ven" or
drain by a factor oz 1.5. Dynamic amplizica"ion between
the run o pipe and the vent, or drain frequently exceeds
a factor of le5o

In response to this EOI, the DCP expanded tneir
program for the qualification of vents and drains to
include tne following:

o One typical. configuration was added. to tha
previously identified 6 models (plus one cmoe3.
previously determined by zhe DCP to requiae
modif icati on) .

o )la.".imum allowable acceleraticns at the po'int
oz connection to tne. proces's pipe vere
determined zor the 7 models.

o Accelerations from all large bore Design Class
1 analyses were reviewed against maximum .

allowabLes for vent/drain models.

„o Based on a screening process, which incluaed
additional walkdowns and determination of
actual vent/drain locations, the majority of
vents/drains were founc to be qualified (i.e.,
by comparison of accele ation values).

o For those vents/drains not qualified at this
point, the specific vents/drains were modelea
witn the large bore piping and qualizied by
the coupled analyses.



<he IDVP verified various steps described above on
a sam"„ling basis. The EDVP concluded that "nese steps
represent a corprehensive progran that adecruately
denonstrates the qualification of vents/drains.

This EOI. was resolved as an Error'lass C.=.
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The EDVP reviewed the generic and specific concern
identifieo previously bv the EDVP 'n ETR 530. These
concerns, along with their respective reso'tions, are
presented in tnis section. The disposition oz
previously issued EOI reports is also presented.

l. The span rules do not address insulateci piping.
o The revised DCP span rules (DCh f4-40) includes

guidelines for piping with insulation.
2. The span rules do not limit the areas ahere small

oore piping is installed. The span rules may not
satisfy the licensing criteria for all areas of -he
plant (i.e., all high response spectra areas).

o The revised DCP span rules may be used for piping
at any plant location since piping spans, suppor
loads, etc. are determineo based on correaponaing
acceleration factors.

3. The IDVP previously found inconsistenc es
relating to the limits on pipe size for s-a;m rule
application. For instance, tne -Hosgri Re-..art does
not prohibit the support of piping larger =>an 6
inches by use or span rules. This pipe size was not
addressed in the span rules yet vas supported by
span rule .methodology. '

The revised DCP sean rules specifically Limit the
application to piping 2 inches in ciaaetex and
smaller. The DCP has qualified all Design Clasa 3.
piping that is larger than 2 inches in diameter
by oerforming computer analyses (Reference 4)
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4. The piping first moae freauencies resulting from use
of tne span rules are less than 15 Hertz (licensing
criteria) for certain piping sizes and
confiaurations.

o The DCP Corrective Action Program has provided
assurance through extensive computer analyses
that tne Design Class 1 small bore piping meets
all applicable srress criteria ana that the
corresponding pipe supports are properly
designed (Reference 5).

5. For 3 and 4 inch pipe, the span rules do not
specifically limit the unsupported distance from a
cnange of airection containing a run of pipe that
requires axial restraint.

o, (Sane resolution as for I tern 3, above, )

1. While the Hosgri Report implies that the 1969
J.A. Blume* report" (Ref erence'01) denonstrates the
conservatism of the span rule approach, the ZZ)VP
found no evid'ence to confirm tnis in the Blur~e
report.

o .he XDVP believes tnat the DCD Correc"ive Action
Program has demonstrated the qualification. of
the small bore piping through an extensive:
proaram of piping computer analyses which
addressed all significant issues. In addi+ion,
the DCP has revised tne span rules and usea them
only for limited applications.

Dro

Two of the nine EOI reports that were issued as a
result of the XDVP independen" analyses were not
resolvea, as reported in XTR 30 Revision 0. These EOIs
1058 ana 1059, were combined w'th EOI 1098 as an overall
Error Class A or B for piping.

EOI 1058 was initially issued to note stresses for
certain one and two lug configurations that exceed
allowables assuming a maximum pipe span. Further .

analysis showed all stresses to'be below the allowab1es
for certain assumed worst case configurations. Lugs
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were included as part oz the EDVP verificat,ion of DCP
correc" ive ac" ions. The worst case conziguxations
originally assumed by the IDVP were re-exai~~ined together
witn the OCP analysis approach. The results of "his
verification will be reported in Revision 1 of tnis ITR.

EOI 1059 was issued to note three discrepancies:

o The PQandE report (Reference 103) snows certain
pipe stresses above the allowable. (Frequencies
belc» 15 Hertz are also sho»n in tnis report.)

o The 1969 preliminary Blume report (Reference 10K),
does not address span conservatism, as implied in
the Hosgri Report (Reference 8).

o The span tables do not address insulation weigh
or 6 incn piping.

These discrepancies have been resolved as roted above.
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10. 0 SUi~H1ARY OF IDVP REVIEW RESULTS

10.1

Consistent'ith the program. outlined, in ITRs ~S and
035, t'e IDVP has'eviewed the DCP- methodology for thei
CAP which includ'ed specific reviews of procedures,
instructions,. and DC)ls. The IDVP verified that the DCP>

methodology met licens'ing criteria.
The methodology used by the CAP to address small

bore piping was found to'adequately address the Design
Class 1 piping in DCNPP-1. The methodology was
generally complete and thorough.. DCP criteria. and
procedures provided appropriate guidance for the small
bore piping effort.

'C

The IDVP, found that the DCP, sampling methodology
(generic and"sample reviews) and'he s'i'ze" of t'ne

DCP'amplewere sufficient„ to substantiate tne general. DCP
conclusions regarding the adequacy of the Design Class

1'mallbore piping. Also, the empnasis or the small bore
piping qualification was through the use of

computer'nalysis.

The DCP metno'oology also included the
revision and limited application: of simolifiea @pan
rules.

The DCP methodology for addressing specific areas
involving pipe lug attach.„ents and vent aid dra'n line
qualification was found to oe adequate, considering the"
expanded program and additional analyses performed by
the DCP in these areas.



EOZ 1098 is a generic Error Class A er B for large
and small bore piping and supports. The resolution of
the original concerns for small bore piping is discussed
in Sec" ions 3.4 and 8.0. This EOZ also includes three
concerns (SIPs, valve modeling and postulated BZLB
locations) whicn have been resolved through the IDVP
verification of the completion sample.

EOZ 1142 was issued because the anchar Sl-8R on
line 3900 was not considered by the desig~ analysis for
the effects of various loading conditions on other
Design Class 1 supports. Since licensing criteria vere
met, this EOZ was resolved as an Error Class C

EOI 1144 was issued because the DCP auali ication
analysis for vents and drains may not oe conservative.
The run pipe flexibilitywas accounted for by increasing
the floor response spectra used as input -

o the vent or
drain by a factor oz 1.5. Dynamic amplify'.cation between
the run of pipe and the vent or drain frequently exceeds
a factor of 1.5. Zn response to the EOZ, tne QCP
expanoed the qualification program for vents a~6 drains
which was based on actual accelerations from t:he piping
analyses. Tnis EOZ was resolved as an Error C;lass C.
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11.0 CONCLUSIONS

The IDVP- has reviewed the DCP methodology of the.
Corrective Action Program (CAP) =or small bore piping
a'nd concludes the following:

o The CAP adequately adoressed all issue's. affecting
Design Class l small bore piping in t:he plant.

o The CAP methodology and procedures were generally
complete and thorough and met all licensing
criteria.

o The key element in the Corrective Action Frogram
was the qualification of DCP selected piping by
the use of computer analysis.

o The use of reviseo span rules provided
qualification for;,a, limited; scope, oi. srpa13„ here,
piping.

The IDVP foun'd the computer analyzed piping tu be
consistent with DCP procedures and to meet„ all licensing
criteria. The DCP analyses'computer ana'lazed and: 'span

'uleapplications) adequately reflected as«built
conditions.

The IDVP found tnat tne span rules, while no--
conservative for all theoretical configurations„. ~~ere
applied only to a limited scope of small bore p"pa. For
this limited application, the span rules wexe ace~uate
and met licensing criteria.

Based on the expanded program and additional
analyses for tne specific areas of pipe lug attachnnents
and vents and drains, the IDVP found that qualification
was adequately demonstrated and licensing criteria was
met.

Based on the above reviews and comments, the ZDVP
concludes that the Design Class 1 small bore piscina at
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 'as designed
in conformity with applicable licensing criteria.
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PIPING SUPPORT BASEPLATE AND ANCHOR BOLT EVALUATION

( IE(E BULLETIN 79-02)

. l. 0 SCOPE

As described in both the Phase I (Section 7.1) and Phase II (Section
2.2) Program Management Plans, this procedure defined'he areas which will
not be reviewed or evaluated by the IDVP,or DCNPP due to preen- TES

involvement wi"h IEE'Bulletin 79'-OZ and DCNPP.

2.0 BACKGROUND
'I

C

During 1980 under." PG5E Contract No.. '5-4-80, AS p~ormed 8n ICE

Bulletin 79-02 evaluati,on for DCNPP Unit 1. This work was; presented in TES

Technical Report TR-4121-2 "Final Sutmary. Report - value~ion o, Seismic
Category 1 Pipe Support Expansion Anchors in Respons to UZ'NRC Iki Bulletin
79-OZ" dated August 11, 1980.

In brief, TES verified all the Seismic Class 1 gripe suqpnrt b~s plate
as-builts at the Unit 1 Site, perfor'med all the baseplate/anchor bolt
analysis and provided modifications to those faiT~ng to me t the 79-02
criteria. Tnis program also included tes s on HILTI HDI an'chor bolts o
establish shear, tension and cyclic load capabilities.

3.0 APPLI CABILITY

This Program Procedure app 1 i es to al 1

ports that are reviewed. or evaluated as part
Phase II 'workscope ~

seismic Category 1 p>pa.sup-.—., -'=

of the DCtiPP XDVP Phase+a
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4.0 PROCEDURE

(a) Any review or evaluation intended specifically ~ or Me 7S-02

effort will be conducted separately from this Independent Design

Ver ificat ion Pr o gram.

(b) Ho specific 79-02 review or evaluation of pape support
baseplate/anchor bolt design or analysis will be performed in
Phase I and Phase II of the IDVP .

(c) For pipe support assemblies which have basepTat /anchor holt
attachments, only those components other than basepg ate and

anchor bolts; e.g., standard suppcirt hardware, snuhbers. support
members, welds, etc., are included in the IDVP scope

(d) For Phase I and Phase II, all baseplate/anchor ha'it a~ achments,

will be considered rig jd for determination of pipe support
stiffness and frequency characteristics.

(e) If any IDVP parti cipant, either previ ously or hence for th,
reviews or performs any 79-02 related work as described herein,
they wil 1 report it to the IDVP Project Nianaa r, Dr. V

Cooper, who in turn will notify PGEE. This noti-.ication would

include a full description of the work performed md its impact

on the IDVP.
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